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ABSTRACT
With the promise of AI, the use of emerging technologies in jour-
nalism has gained momentum. However, the question of how
such technologies can be interwoven with newsroom practices,
values, routines, and socio-cultural experiences is often neglected.
This article investigates the ways in which AI-driven tools are per-
meating newswork and design strategies for blending techno-
logical capabilities with editorial requirements. We followed a
multi-method approach to investigate the deployment of AI in
news production at two London newsrooms: (1) a design ethnog-
raphy at the BBC with journalists and technologists, and (2) inter-
views with journalists at The Times.
Our findings show that while journalists are generally open to try
AI-driven technologies that benefit their work, technologists
struggle to integrate them into journalistic workflows. The con-
sensus was that human judgement is required to make complex
decisions in journalism and that journalistic values should be pri-
oritised in AI tool design. We claim that AI tools need to fit with
professional practices and values in journalism in order to be fully
accepted as an editorial tool. Embedding new technologies into
journalistic workflows requires therefore a close collaboration
between journalists and technologists, and a sociotechnical
design that blends in work routines and values.

KEYWORDS
Hybrid journalism; artificial
intelligence; data; fieldwork;
newsrooms; design
strategies; values

1. Introduction

On eight September 2020 an op-ed column appeared in the UK’s Guardian newspaper.
It began: ‘I am not a human. I am a robot. A thinking robot.’ It had been written by a
new language generator called GPT-3, developed by OpenAi. The headline included
the phrase ‘Are you scared yet human?’ (GPT-3 2020). While this article was actually
extensively edited by a human editor, it foregrounds the issues that many journalists
have with the rise in use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) by media organisations – that
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mistakes could be made by these tools or that journalists could be
replaced altogether.

Increased developments in AI have driven the uptake of emerging technologies in
newsrooms. Journalists can automate many tasks that make up news production –
such as detecting or verifying data, producing graphics, publishing with selected filters
and automatically tagging articles. On the positive side, this could allow procedures to
be sped up, stories to be covered that would not be otherwise, real-time coverage
optimised and building a relationship with the audience by developing personalised
content. Previous research has shown that some journalists are upbeat about the
opportunities, as it could release them from menial tasks and instead use their time
and resources to conduct in-depth investigations that reflect on the skills that human
journalists embody (Schapals and Porlezza 2020).

Other journalists do not always see the benefits so clearly. In a 2019 report into the
use of AI and journalism, 24% of media organisations surveyed said that cultural resist-
ance was the biggest challenge to adopting AI (Beckett 2019). This resistance matches
the rising (ethical) challenges of AI, such as the example of GPT-3 mentioned earlier
(GPT-3 2020; Schilder 2020), that has caused controversy because of potential algorith-
mic bias towards a number of minority groups (Johnson 2021). Thus, even when AI-
based tools could help journalists to use their scarce resources in a more efficient way
and to increase job satisfaction (Lind�en 2017), technologies are still often met with
resistance (Thurman, D€orr, and Kunert 2017).

While there are contrasting views on AI-based technologies, they will only become
more common in news organizations (Lewis, Guzman, and Schmidt 2019). Some
research has gained an understanding of how AI tools are interwoven with newsroom
values, routines, and socio-cultural experiences, including the affordances of news
automation (Sir�en-Heikel et al. 2019), and its impact on ethics (D€orr and Hollnbuchner
2017) and values (Komatsu et al. 2020; Wu, Tandoc, and Salmon 2019). However, we
do not yet have a comprehensive understanding of how these technologies are
embedded in the everyday work of journalists nor the perspectives of those involved
in the design of these tools. A rich sociotechnical understanding of how AI technolo-
gies influence the journalistic context in which they are situated, and vice versa, can
help us explore the complex benefits and drawbacks of AI in newsrooms. We focus on
the design and role of AI in the key journalistic task of newsgathering, while acknowl-
edging that these technologies have been used by media organisations for other pur-
poses, in particular distribution and monetization of news (e.g., to support
personalisation, subscriptions, and moderation of user comments).

Diakopolous (2019, 8) notes that it is still an open question as to “how [… ]
humans and algorithms [should] be blended together in order to efficiently and
effectively produce news information” – eventually leading to what he describes as
hybrid journalism. Embedding new technologies into journalistic workflows requires a
design that blends algorithms with newswork. This “blend” is difficult to achieve, as
there is often a mismatch between the workflow of automated AI systems and the
editorial production process. Moreover, there could be a potential mismatch with
journalistic values such as transparency, accountability, and responsibility (Komatsu
et al. 2020).
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As a result, Guzman and Lewis (2020, 8) rightly state that “much has yet to be
learned regarding how people conceptualize and interact with these more advanced
technologies within the context of their daily lives.” In this regard, this study’s main
goal is to increase our understanding of how newsrooms respond to and adopt AI-
driven tools and automation processes. Our study draws upon previous work to
understand the complex role of technology in newsrooms, in particular HCI work that
explores approaches to prototype new technologies and critically reflects on socio-
technical design challenges for newsrooms (Tolmie et al. 2017; Diakopoulos, De
Choudhury, and Naaman 2012; Brehmer et al. 2014; Maiden et al. 2018); and
Journalism Studies research that examines the challenges and opportunities for inte-
grating emerging technologies into the unique social context of newsrooms, such as
computational news discovery (Diakopoulos 2020) and automatic writing (Thurman,
D€orr, and Kunert 2017).

We extend existing work by providing a new perspective on the role of AI in news-
gathering from “the inside out”, where design challenges are explored from the per-
spective of the technologists working at newsrooms, and contextualising the
appropriateness of AI tools from the perspective of journalists’ day-to-day work. This
new perspective can inform the design of the next generation of AI technologies that
provide greater autonomy and control for journalists. We analyse algorithms as more
than computational artefacts or procedures, and part of complex sociotechnical net-
works embedded in a particular cultural context (Kitchin 2017; Seaver 2017). Our find-
ings provide an enriched understanding of the entanglements of AI in newsrooms,
which is necessary to design systems that strike useful (and situational) human-
machine blends. It is timely due to the increased adoption of AI in newsrooms and
the potential risk of inappropriate configurations between journalistic workflows and
algorithms, reducing both the voice of journalists and potentially their agency in rela-
tion to news stories created (Schapals and Porlezza 2020).

We used a multi-method approach to investigate the role of AI in news production
in the London newsrooms: a design ethnography with journalists and technologists at
the BBC, and interviews with journalists at The Times. This article presents therefore
an empirical account of the experiences of both technologists leading the develop-
ment of new technologies in major UK newsrooms, as well as journalists’ and editors’
ideas about the design- and the usability-requirements of such AI-based tools. Overall,
in our study we wanted to answer two research questions:

RQ1: How does reconfiguring design efforts for hybrid journalism assist effective
embedding of AI tools in the journalistic workflow?

RQ2: What are the design strategies for blending technological capabilities and editorial
requirements?

This study investigates how journalists respond to and adopt AI-driven tools and
automation processes and how journalistic values and experience may be integrated
into emerging technologies. In particular, we report the design strategies used for
blending technological capabilities and editorial requirements: prioritising editorial voi-
ces by opening up new roles for data curation and editing; embedding technology
into journalistic workflows by shaping data interventions; and crossing disciplinary
boundaries to sustain slow (but perhaps long-term) socio-cultural change. Our findings
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and reflections consider how we might reconfigure design efforts to allow for hybrid
journalism – that is, the effective embedding of AI-based tools in the journalis-
tic workflow.

2. Literature Review

The discussion of emerging technologies and their impact in digital journalism is all
but new: scholarly research ranges from publications emphasizing a technologically
deterministic perspective (Pavlik 2013) to the relevance of professional, organizational,
economical, and social factors (Anderson 2013; Ekdale et al. 2015). Nowadays, journal-
ism finds itself amidst a new wave of technological innovation, as AI technologies
employing Machine Learning (ML) and Natural Language Processing are becoming
more pervasive in newsrooms (Thurman, Lewis, and Kunert 2019). However, even if AI
plays a crucial role in the production and distribution of digital journalism, we should
consider it beyond its technological infrastructure (Zelizer 2019). Questions of how
technologies can be interwoven with journalistic routines to ensure an accountable
use of algorithms become therefore paramount because “algorithms are judged, made
sense of and explained with reference to existing journalistic values and professional
ethics” (Bucher 2018, 129).

Journalism scholars refer to the concept of hybridity to explain ongoing transforma-
tions in journalism and the news industry (Witschge et al. 2019), particularly with
regard to journalisms’ changing work practices in terms of “a profession in a perman-
ent process of becoming” (Deuze and Witschge 2018, 177). Hybridization as a concept
has been applied to several fields of enquiries within journalism studies such as blur-
ring boundaries between news and entertainment (Bødker 2017), hackers and hacker
culture (Lewis and Usher 2016; Porlezza and Di Salvo 2020), the datafication of journal-
ism (Porlezza 2018), overlapping norms and practices between journalists and activists
(Russell, 2016), or entrepreneurial journalists, who bring about new ideas, practices,
and principles (Ruotsalainen, Hujanen, and Villi 2021). In addition, hybridity can also
be helpful in understanding new journalist-machine relations, specifically as news-
rooms have become hybrids of human-, machine-, or a combined human-machine
news production.

The concept of hybridity is not free from criticism, specifically when it comes to its
seeming vagueness. Witschge et al. (2019, 2) criticise hybridity as being a one-size-fits-
all term that can be applied to “denote everything that is complex as hybrid.” This is
one of the reasons why hybridity as a theoretical concept remains underdeveloped.
Baym (2017, 12) describes systemic hybridity as the “multiple technological affordan-
ces, economic agendas, and institutional structures of media production and distribu-
tion are melding in uncertain ways.” Similarly, Chadwick (2013, 4), describes hybridity
as the changing “complex and ever-evolving relationships based upon adaptation,
interdependence and simultaneous concentrations and diffusions of power.” In our
contribution, we understand hybridity in a systemic way, as a hybrid social context in
which numerous relationships exist and where newswork is influenced by numerous
dimensions – be it with other journalists, the audience, and technology (Lewis and
Westlund 2015). Diakopoulos (2020) focused specifically on this issue by asking the
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central question how to blend humans and algorithms – what he dubbed as
hybrid journalism.

Understanding the design challenges of hybrid journalism is vital, specifically when
it comes to the values that are built into AI systems (Diakopoulos 2020; Komatsu et al.
2020). Previous research has pointed out that not many news outlets have a clear
strategy on how to implement AI tools (Beckett 2019). There is also no clear under-
standing of how the teams who develop AI-based tools should be composed. In most
news organizations, teams seem to be structured in an interdisciplinary way (idem,
40), but there is still no clear direction. This is confirmed by a recent study that looked
into the deployment of ML in a Swedish newsroom: Stenbom, Wiggberg, and Norlund
(2021, 14) state that “there is a pressing need to foster interdisciplinary collaboration
around communicative AI, where the skills of stakeholders involved in efforts employ-
ing the emerging technologies are shared with and understood by collaborators.”

If interdisciplinarity is not taken into account, it can seriously limit the organiza-
tion’s ability to develop and leverage computational approaches in the newsroom.
Lewis and Usher (2014, 391) echo this cautionary tale as bringing together journalists
and technologists is all but simple and “requires significant, coordinated, and sus-
tained effort, and that the barriers between each field’s understanding of the other
are real.” These authors warn against unlimited enthusiasm and boosterism (see e.g.,
Marconi 2020), because even if the fusion between technologists and journalists prom-
ises interesting innovations, they still need to be implemented in a complex social
context, where different (sub-)cultures collide.

In addition to interdisciplinarity, another key question is: to what degree do people
still have agency in relation to AI technologies (Jones 2019)? Control over any system
means that the users can either solve their problems or undertake a given task, and
the system is both transparent (how things are done) and explainable (why things are
done). Users need to feel in control of the system, which means that sufficient infor-
mation is provided to them. Examples from other areas such as self-driving cars dem-
onstrate the importance of transparency and the driver’s awareness of how well the
automation is currently handling that situation (Carsten and Martens 2019).

According to Diakopoulos (2020, 245), a co-evolution between journalism and tech-
nology is necessary, as algorithms and people should complement each other to
“boost the productivity, quality, and scope of journalistic efforts.” This becomes even
more pressing as most AI-driven tools are developed by third parties with no immi-
nent relation to journalism, which entails not only risks of value-misalignment
between the tools and those of journalists (Komatsu et al. 2020), but also – if wrongly
used – of bias and detrimental effects for the public sphere (Helberger et al. 2020).
This procedure, however, entails a fundamental re-thinking of the organizational struc-
tures with regard to innovation (Usher 2016), and a reconceptualization of the overall
design of the AI-driven tools for journalists to feel comfortable using them, and feel
confident with the outputs. In other words: journalists need to trust the tools to facili-
tate adoption (Diakopoulos 2020, 247). This study therefore enriches the underdevel-
oped concept of hybridity, focusing on the central question of design when it comes
to the development and implementation of AI-driven tools in the newsroom – an
issue that needs further scholarly scrutiny.
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3. Methods

We pursued a qualitative, multi-method approach to study the challenges involved
with the design and deployment of AI-driven tools, and their fit with professional val-
ues and practices from journalists.

3.1. Fieldwork in Newsrooms

We visited two London newsrooms that provided us complementary perspectives on
British journalism: First, we undertook a design ethnography at the BBC, a public ser-
vice broadcaster, involving (a) journalists and editors who produced news content
(hereafter shorthanded as journalists) and (b) technologists who designed and devel-
oped in-house technologies for the newsroom. Second, we organised interviews with
journalists at The Times, a private-owned broadsheet. Overall, we collected a sample
of 22 participants, including participatory observations with five journalists and inter-
views with 17 journalists and technologists. Table 1 provides an overview of our par-
ticipants and data collection methods.

Data collection was guided with a semi-structured protocol that probed participants
about their work practices and technology usage, with focus on how algorithms fitted
into newswork (e.g., how do you go about researching stories? What tools do you use
and how?). Technologists were also asked about how new technologies fit into news-
room culture and values. We focused on participants’ interactions with a diversity of
tools rather than narrowing down the data collection to particular AI methods (e.g.,
audience data or search engines). This helped us to collate a diversity of opinions and
perspectives, and to analyse AI as sociotechnical systems, focusing on entanglements
between people, technology and work practices (Button and Harper 1995; Seaver
2017). Details of the sample and methods applied are described below.

3.1.1. Design Ethnography at the BBC
We conducted a design ethnography at the BBC newsroom in London between
September 2019 and April 2020 with 16 participants. Design ethnography is an ethno-
methodologically informed method that offers a practical, design-focused approach
for “understanding and conveying the sociality of work so that designers might better
respond to the challenge” (Crabtree, Rouncefield, and Tolmie 2012, 184). This
approach gave us insights into work practices and ecologies around technologies, and
kept us focused on interactional work, useful to ground the design of computational
systems. We combined participatory observations and on-site interviews to produce a
rich account of the day-to-day work at the newsroom. Participants were keen to talk
about their work and encouraged the researcher (first author) to “hang around” the

Table 1. Participant codes with details of data collection and average study duration.

Participant codes Total no. Organisation and category Interview
Participant
observation Avg. duration

PJ3, PJ6, PJ8, PJ10, PJ15 5 BBC /Journalists X 2.5 hrs
PE1, PJ2, PJ4, PE7, PJ9, PJ11 6 BBC /Journalists X 35min
PT5, PT12, PT13, PT14, PT16 5 BBC / Technologists X 45min
PJ17, PJ18, PE19, PJ20, PJ21 6 The Times / Journalists X 25min
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newsroom – inviting her to walk around the Broadcasting House, introducing her to
colleagues, inviting her to join meetings, and having cups of tea. We recruited partici-
pants using snowballing sampling and divided them in two categories according to
their role in the newsroom: journalists and technologists.

As detailed in Table 1, the journalists category included nine journalists and two
editors across different BBC news products: news podcast (PE1, PJ2, PJ3), language
services (PJ4, PJ8-11), monitoring (PJ6, PJ15) and news desk (PE7). The sample
included novice journalists with a couple of years of experience and seasoned editors
with more than 25 years in the business. Five of these participants agreed to take part
in participant observations, where the researcher shadowed them and asked questions
while performing work tasks (Laurier 2010) such as writing stories, monitoring media,
and planning features. The remaining six participants took part in semi-structured
interviews to investigate the fit of technology into their everyday work. The interviews
had a duration of between 30–60min and took place at the participant’s workstation,
so they often used their computers to illustrate their responses.

The technologists category included five participants who had a strategic role in
leading the design of cutting-edge technologies for the BBC. We chose a small but
representative sample as this organisation pioneers media research and innovation, for
both journalists and audiences, as a part of its long history of innovation and public
service remit (Tambini 2021). We interviewed participants working on audience con-
tent recommenders (PT5, lead editorial; PT16, data science lead), language services
(PT14, research lead), and audience data products (PT12, PT13 project managers). As
each participant had a unique role and background, we asked about their strategies
for designing and deploying technologies in the newsroom. We specifically recruited
technologists as their responses gave us a particularly useful insight on the current
and future state of hybrid journalism.

3.1.2. Interviews at The Times
As a second step, we carried out six semi-structured interviews at The Times in
London in October 2019 to reflect on the role and design of technology in news
production. We interviewed one editor and five seasoned journalists with a variety of
specialisms, including leader writing (PJ17), data journalism (PJ20), business news
(PE19, PJ22), and investigative journalism (PJ18, PJ21). The interviews lasted around
25min and took place at the newsroom. No observations were carried out at The
Times, as permission was only granted for interviews. Participants were recruited
with the help of an internal gatekeeper, who arranged the interviews for us. The
purpose of these interviews was to extend our understanding of journalistic practices
as we sought for more general statements on the design of hybrid technologies.
Combined with data from BBC journalists, the evidence gathered at The Times
served to complement and contextualise our findings on the journalists’ views of AI
technology in a reliable and naturalistic way, and provided an additional means of
triangulation by ensuring the findings extended beyond the idiosyncratic practices at
one newsroom.

Our sample size was decided (1) in terms of pragmatics, as newsrooms are restrict-
ive workplaces and securing access was often complicated, and (2) in terms of
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“information power” (Malterud, Siersma, and Guassora 2016), where a rough sample
size was determined a priori, and the final sample size was determined after an initial
analysis of The Times’ interviews, where we deemed that a suitable level of insight
had been gained to address our research aims. While limited access to participants
may, in theory, have restricted our ability to make sampling decisions based on infor-
mation power, the openness from the available participants and rich insights gained
meant this was not the case.

3.2. Data Collection and Analysis

We captured data via observations (typed up in field notes), photos, and audio mater-
ial whenever appropriate. The audio recordings were transcribed, and the data was
analysed using inductive thematic analysis. This way to analyse data can be seen as a
foundational method for qualitative analysis (Braun and Clarke 2013), particularly
when it comes to “identifying, analyzing, organizing, describing, and reporting themes
found within a data set” (Nowell et al. 2017, 2). We started the analysis by organising
the data into rough codes by identifying recurrent subjects in participants’ answers.
Afterwards, we divided the codes by sample categories. First, we refined the codes
that involved responses from technologists. Second, we analysed codes from journal-
ists, integrating BBC and The Times responses, and looking for relevant practices and
understandings around AI technologies.

Next, we cross-referenced the codes generated from data from all participants,
overlapping the responses of technologists with the practices described by journalists
(and vice versa). For instance, a code where PT12, a technologist, mentioned a specific
tool for audience analytics was matched with an instance where PJ6, a journalist, dem-
onstrated the same tool in use during the observations. This step allowed us to com-
pare and contrast perspectives between sample categories, as we often merged or
split codes. At the end, we generated a total of 50 codes organised into 3 groups �
11 unique codes for technologists (e.g., R&D tensions; human autonomy), nine unique
codes for journalists (internal communication; information access), and 30 overlapping
codes (tech training; UIs’ pain points). The overlapping codes between technologists
and journalists (both from BBC and The Times) provided a rich account of the current
state of hybrid journalism, allowing us to put together two different yet complemen-
tary perspectives. This article concentrates on this overlap, focusing on the challenges
and opportunities of designing and deploying AI technologies in the newsroom from
the perspective of technologists, complemented and contextualised with the practices
reported by journalists.

As a final step in our data analysis, we undertook several in-house rounds of
ideation across our interdisciplinary team to look out for themes in the groups of
codes. The main thematic foci present in the data are a) prioritising editorial voices
over automation, b) embedding AI into journalistic workflows, and c) crossing dis-
ciplinary boundaries to sustain change. Each of these themes was associated with
related sub-themes that represented five design strategies for the creation of
AI tools.
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3.3. Limitations

While the interviews with journalists at The Times confirmed our findings at the BBC
and provided evidence of generalisability, we are cautious in our claims of generalis-
ability overall, as we did not have access to technologists beyond the BBC. Other limi-
tations include: Only focusing on 2 (albeit different) newsrooms, which provides some
indication of the generalisability of our findings, but does not mean that our findings
apply to all types of newsrooms. As suggested by (Crabtree, Rouncefield, and Tolmie
2012), a fast-paced design ethnography yielded rich design-focused data; focusing pri-
marily on insight provided by technologists and supported by journalists (rather than
the other way around). This proved useful in many respects, providing a much-needed
focus on the challenges and opportunities of deploying AI technologies in newsrooms,
but it also may over-represent the technologists’ views and design strategies com-
pared to those of journalists. We were therefore careful not to assume the technolo-
gists’ views were necessarily shared by the journalists and weighed up the evidence in
the data to provide a faithful analysis that focused primarily on the findings from tech-
nologists but did not neglect the views of journalists (across both organisations – the
BBC and The Times).

4. Findings

Journalists in our sample had similar perceptions of AI, being aware of how algorithms
have permeated their workflows, but careful not to consider them a replacement of
journalistic tasks. This is a notable finding as we sampled two widely different media
organisations in terms of culture and business models, as well as participants with dif-
ferent roles and levels of expertise. However, it was the responses of technologists
that provided us with a granular understanding of the challenges and opportunities
for AI design in the newsroom – from idea generation to system deployment.
Technologists reflected on a broader sociotechnical understanding of journalism and
design, focusing on journalistic workflows and values rather than on merely technical
or aesthetical considerations. We now present our findings, contextualised with quotes
of participants as appropriate, where PEx represents the editors in our sample, PJx
journalists, and PTx technologists.

4.1. Prioritising Editorial Voices Over Automation

Editors in our sample welcomed the support of AI technologies to support their edi-
torial tasks and help them make more informed decisions. PE1 was optimistic that AI
technologies could help overturn one of the biggest challenges at the BBC, which he
described as “how do you broaden out the story choice?” As he further explained, while
there have been changes when it comes to technology in the newsroom, there have
not been changes “in the [journalistic] job that is done.” PE1 explained that editors are
required to “make a snap judgement” to decide what “makes a story” based on their
knowledge and expertise – but that these decisions are often narrowed down as edi-
tors have “preconceived notions of what a story is.” Similarly, PJ17 indicated that she
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was pushing back the restrictive editorial tone at The Times, stating that she had “an
agenda” for writing more varied leads and thus appealing to a wider readership.

PE1 said that news aggregators could help editors to make these decisions in a
way that expands their access to information: “I don’t know anything about algorithms
and computers, but I started to conceive of a world of public service algorithms which
would genuinely try to open your [filter] bubbles rather than put you more into them.”
However, he felt that this challenge was not a “technological problem” but rather a
“cultural” one, as it was up to the editors, and not the technology, to broaden out
their story choices. While journalists were clear about the positive impact of technol-
ogy in editorial tasks, they were cautious about relinquishing control to algorithms,
such as automated UGC verification, and felt that “probably there isn’t a substitute”
(PE1) for journalistic expertise, as it was unclear “how a machine could ever do that”
(PE7). Technologists agreed with this view – their responses emphasized the strong
human element in journalism and were thus opposed to full automation. Instead, they
expressed a commitment to preserve editorial voices and values, and saw AI as a
means of enhancing decision-making with relevant data. The two design strategies
that prioritised editorial voices over automation were (1) keeping editorial voices in
the loop and (2) assimilating journalistic values into AI design.

4.1.1. Design Strategy 1. Keeping Editorial Voices “in the Loop”
Technologists emphasized that their aim is to automate carefully selected journalistic
tasks – not to relinquish decision-making to the machines. The consensus was that
while journalists could use technology to speed up their work, the prioritisation of edi-
torial control makes full automation (e.g., automatic story writing) unlikely at the BBC.
PT12 explained that in their audience engagement system there is no automatic deci-
sion-making, as “it is up to the human to look at that [data] report and interpret it”, and
that deriving actionable insights from data should be considered in great detail as
they could clash with editorial decisions. Similarly, PT5 described content curation as a
complex process, mixed with “something of a secret sauce” – what they saw as journal-
istic experience or instinct. While technologists can “deconstruct” content curation to a
certain extent and algorithms can be fine-tuned to editorial guidelines, human judge-
ment is required to make decisions. PT5 characterised ML as a “centaur”, where “all the
power and leverage” happens in the horse (machine) part, but that the human part
would be making decisions “up against the most problematic content.” PT14 argued
that the “uniqueness” of the BBC in terms of their value of public service excluded full
automation, as the organisation had a “red line about having a human in the loop.”

4.1.2. Design Strategy 2. Assimilating Journalistic Values into AI Design
Technologists and journalists aligned on their priority to respect the culture and values
of the newsroom. Technologists in our sample fully embraced journalistic values, and
as stated by PT13, are “at the heart of whatever we do.” In particular, technologists
expressed their commitment to follow the remit of the BBC to provide a public service
that informs, entertains, and educates audiences. For technologists, the focus on audi-
ences was a key value to design technologies to help guide journalists with “more
data to help enable their creative decisions” (PT13). This was also a reflection on the
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BBC business model and organizational goals, that are based on providing a public
service rather than on advertising or optimising traffic. For example, PT16 mentioned
that they opted for “less performing” models on a technical level that were “more com-
pliant with BBC values” and policies. This commitment with journalistic values was
expressed in practical approaches to AI design. PT16 was working on “very strict collab-
oration with editorial staff” to define “business rules” for their models and creating an
internal “checklist of items for ML principles in public service” aimed to “reflect the public
service mission of the BBC” into the algorithms.

Technologists felt responsible for respecting journalistic values, but expected the
same from journalists. Therefore, when it came to integrating values into newswork,
technologists said that it is still journalists (not technology) who are accountable for
applying them into stories. Furthermore, technologists felt that it was up to journalists
to decide how to use technology in their stories. As mentioned by PT12, journalists
decide what stories should be published, trusting their “own gut and skills”. PT14
explained that “when creating technology for editorial colleagues, we are almost always
focused on creating a tool to get a specific job done, rather than enshrining editorial
judgements such as impartiality in the tool itself.” As example, he said that while jour-
nalists frequently use Google Translate, he expected that translations would be dou-
ble-checked as a part of a culture of “never taking anything at face value.”

4.2. Embedding AI into Journalistic Workflows

When it comes to using AI-driven tools, journalists placed most trust in their own skills
for doing journalism, rather than on the technical understanding of algorithms. AI was
thus considered a desirable tool but not a replacement of journalistic work. As
expressed by PE7, while they “use quite a lot of technology” in news production and is
not “a weird thing” to be using AI support, “nothing still beats the human look across
the story.”

Journalists across the two newsrooms used data-led technologies extensively. PJ21
expressed that he used Google Search “every day” and “totally relied on it”, even if he
did not know “what the implications were for the algorithms” or the manner (or extent)
to which Google Search featured AI. PJ18, an investigative journalist at The Times, also
used Google Search regularly but had concerns about how Google’s algorithms might
skew his research by “promoting” or “hiding” content as a part of its business model.
Instead, participants argued that Google (and other algorithmic tools) were just a “first
check” (PJ18) rather than a substitute for journalistic exercise. As a point of compari-
son, Factiva, an in-house search engine at The Times was also referred to as a starting
point in the research, confirming that it is journalism, not trust on algorithms, that
drove their research.

While the use of AI technologies was therefore common, BBC technologists men-
tioned that journalists mostly stick to tools that they feel comfortable using – as a
way of retaining control and saving time and thus lamented a low adoption rate of
new tools. As PT5 mentioned, “very few journalists have enough time to get a login for
something and then learn how to use it”. PT14 candidly mentioned that adoption into
everyday use is “possibly one of the hardest bits” of his work, as frequently there is
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resistance to try out unfamiliar systems. In our study, journalists described both prac-
tical and cultural reasons for the low uptake of in-house tools. Practical reasons were
related to the access to technology. PJ11 considered that Google was “the most useful
and widely used journalism tool” because, when compared to other ad-hoc tools (i.e.,
those developed in-house or by academics), Google was readily available without
installing software or needing “boss’s permission” for downloading it on newsroom
machines. More than looking for trusted algorithms, journalists focused on using tools
that were readily available and helped to perform their journalistic duties.

Our participant observations made evident some cultural reasons behind slow
adoption – PJ6 confirmed that lack of time constraints adoption as these tools often
required journalists to develop new skills. She preferred tools that had “an idiot’s
guide” (a signposted set of steps for using the tool where “you really can’t go wrong”)
rather than requiring to “go off the rota for two hours” to attend a training session to
learn how to use it. PJ6 demonstrated the use of an in-house audience engagement
system (developed by PT12’s team), where she found out the number of views a cer-
tain story had. However, her team did not do “a lot of analysis” with it, as they felt
that deciding how to “change” stories based on more advanced data insights would
require “too much” effort for the type of stories they produced. In short, only part of
the audience data insights was considered useful by journalists. Furthermore, PJ6
reflected on how sharing data insights within teams opened questions on “what incen-
tives do you have for journalists to give up their scoops to other teams,” expressing that
“there is no way on earth they are ever going to do that. I cannot see that happening.”

The role of technologists was to facilitate adoption of emerging technologies in
consideration of both practical and cultural constraints. Participants described two
design strategies: (3) intervening workflows with relevant data and (4) lowering adop-
tion thresholds.

4.2.1. Design Strategy 3. Intervening Workflows with Relevant Data
In general terms, technologists were confident in the usefulness of their systems, but
still struggled with how to embed system outputs into journalists’ workflows. PT12
stated there was a “thirst” for data-led technologies in the newsroom, but questioned
how to design them in order to get people’s attention, and how to supplement work-
flows with “meaningful data to help them do their job better.” His design strategies
revolved around making journalists familiar with the system outputs (in PT12’s case,
audience engagement data) by purposefully inserting data into workflows and facilitat-
ing conversations around it. For example, when first introducing a system, PT12 would
attend early morning meetings to present audience data – which in turn, would
inform the stories for the day. Afterwards, journalists could access the data through
their system. Beyond that, large screens displaying audience data were introduced
across the newsroom. In his view, designing interventions on how to deploy AI sys-
tems was important to integrate data “into the culture of our newsroom and making it
part of the day-to-day and the daily conversation.” However, as hinted by PJ6 in the
section above, PT12 acknowledged that it is the usefulness of the data – not the sys-
tem design on itself – that predicts its adoption.
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Similarly, PT14 mentioned that journalists tend to be critical of the potential useful-
ness of tools into their own workflow (“why do I need this?”, “this is of no use to me”)
or wary that it might make them lose time (“this is going to complicate things”). From
PT14’s point of view, what tends to work out is when the tool “gains its own
momentum,” as journalists find out that it is useful for creating stories. He gave an
example of the design of an “extremely simple” transcription tool that got picked up as
it was useful and required low effort. This tool became “a really good example of where
something quite simple makes a really big difference and people just start using it.”

4.2.2. Design Strategy 4. Lowering Adoption Thresholds
Technologists were conscious that certain design decisions could facilitate or hinder
the adoption of AI tools, and thus invested plenty of time in doing user research to
figure out the most suitable way to create a system. Design processes often involved
interdisciplinary teams and employed human-centred design techniques for identifying
the practical and cultural challenges in the newsroom. PT12 and PT13 worked closely
with internal engineering and User Experience (UX) teams to discover workarounds to
the restrictive digital environments in newsrooms and to gain a systemic understand-
ing of “individual users and what challenges they face” (PT12). According to PT13, the
inclusion of UX methods in AI design, such as shadowing and iterative prototyping,
helped to “sketch out what a typical day looks like when they make decisions so you
can really understand their workflow” and ultimately, design tools that solve “a genuine
problem for journalists.”

4.3. Crossing Disciplinary Boundaries to Sustain Change

Journalists and technologists agreed on the need of including more data-led technolo-
gies to ensure that the newsrooms remained competitive not only in comparison to
other news providers, but in the digital landscape more broadly. Participants (from
BBC and The Times) were invested in serving audiences, telling stories that are “deeply
researched” (PE19) in an engaging way. A prominent example of AI use at the BBC was
using data analytics for understanding the audience and enhancing story selection
based on specific publics. According to PJ11, data can help journalists “make better
commissioning decisions” when it comes to competing with digital platforms with
“fine-tuned algorithms” that are “ruthlessly pursuing people’s attention,” such as Spotify
and Netflix.

Technologists agreed with the view that AI solutions support wider organisational
goals on audience engagement. However, rather than brute-forcing adoption or moni-
toring performance, technologists reassured us that their focus was on communicating
the value of AI to journalists. Technologists were interested in tackling the challenges
associated with deploying (or embedding) AI systems into complex sociotechnical envi-
ronments rather than on the technical challenges of developing them. Journalists were
thus involved throughout the AI lifecycle – from conceptual design to deployment –
to weave in their needs. One core strategy for this was (5) creating design partner-
ships to promote value exchange.
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4.3.1. Design Strategy 5. Creating Design Partnerships to Promote Value Exchange
The BBC has positioned journalists not only as users, but as creators of AI-driven tools,
as journalists directly influence and shape its design. Prominently, two of the technolo-
gists in our sample, PT13 and PT5, were seasoned journalists who have switched
careers from journalistic posts to technical ones, acting as conduits between the needs
of journalists and the technical teams. Their role was to become embedded in tech-
nical teams to develop a deeper understanding of technology. These participants used
their experiences in journalism to mediate conversations with stakeholders around the
newsroom, often performing the design activities of translating and interpreting social
needs (Zingale 2016). For PT13, an important part of her role was to “translate what
the tool does in a really easy to understand and meaningful way so it’s obvious to jour-
nalists why this helps them.” Likewise, PT5 acted as a translator with data scientists by
attending stand-up meetings in order to build trust and a strong working relationship
with technical people.

Another way of crossing boundaries was building partnerships with journalists
across the newsroom, approaching AI design as an ongoing conversation between the
technical and editorial teams. PT5 mentioned she had “very lively conversations” with
key stakeholders, using artefacts such as “explainability documents” to discuss the pur-
pose of tools and how models work. These conversations were supported by embed-
ding content editors into the data science team for a period of time, in order to bring
their knowledge into the algorithm design and facilitate later adoption.

5. Discussion

In 2019, only 37% of newsrooms had a dedicated AI strategy (Beckett 2019) which
coupled with ‘automation anxiety’ (Akst 2013), has led to resistance by journalists to
technological advances for fear of losing their status or jobs. Context plays a crucial
role in adopting new technologies (Broussard et al. 2019, Bastian, Helberger, and
Makhortykh 2021); for instance, journalists may be more interested in tools which may
free them up from repetitive tasks, as opposed to marketing analytics. In addition,
some newsrooms have been more open than others: the BBC, where our research
took place, has shown itself repeatedly welcome to study the innovation diffusion that
has taken place in the corporation for several decades (e.g., Cottle and Ashton 1999;
Wallace 2013; Hannaford 2015; Jones and Jones 2019).

Our ethnography in the BBC newsroom found that some of the concerns voiced by
journalists can be alleviated when design issues surrounding AI are examined from a
broader, sociotechnical perspective. This can help ensure meaningful and useful tool
development. Specifically, we examined how journalists respond to and adopt AI-
driven tools and automation processes, how journalistic values and experience were
integrated into emerging technologies, and the design strategies for blending techno-
logical capabilities and editorial requirements. Our findings provide an account of how
AI-driven technologies are being implemented in newsrooms, and how these tools
have altered newswork more broadly. Below we suggest three empirically informed
design directions of best practice to advance the discussion around hybrid journalism
and the design of AI-driven tools for the newsroom.
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5.1. Support New Editorial Roles

Journalists employ a range of considerations to judge what constitutes news (Gans
1979). These considerations are extremely difficult to operationalise because they vary
from news story to news story. Moreover, journalists themselves often find it difficult
to articulate such news values beyond instinctive and creative approaches – what they
would see as a “self-evident and self-explaining sense of newsworthiness: the journalis-
tic gut feeling” (Schultz 2007, 190). Technologists acknowledged the impossibility of
reverse engineering this “secret sauce” approach to journalism. Thus, in the most suc-
cessful AI tools to assist newswork, they moulded technology to amplify these journal-
istic approaches, rather than replace or change them, serving to keep editorial voices
in the loop (Design Strategy 1). With this in mind, we suggest that journalists should
not only play larger roles in shaping the design of technologies, but also assume new
editorial roles to retain control, ownership, and authority over data – such as on mak-
ing complex “human” editorial decisions while AI “editors” do the more routine tasks
of research and synthesis. For instance, PT5 and PT16 reported partnerships where
journalists joined the data science team for a few weeks in order to infuse their know-
ledge into algorithm development.

These partnerships could facilitate participatory approaches to design thinking and
“doing,” that could lead to shared ownership of the products created (Flint and Blyth
2021; Gutierrez Lopez et al. 2019). Having participatory approaches to design where
editors “supervise” ML algorithms could help to fine-tune them with highly contextual-
ised guidelines. Participatory approaches to design are now increasingly common in
HCI practice and are considered a key way of prioritising the voices of potential users
of technology over those of developers (Bannon, Bardzell, and Bødker 2018). They
have also been used successfully to inform algorithm design (Saxena and Guha 2020),
highlighting the feasibility of journalist-data scientist partnerships. We therefore sug-
gest that the common ground for automation between technologists and journalists
should be on participation and journalistic values that hold news organisations
accountable. This could serve to assimilate journalistic values into AI design (Design
Strategy 2).

5.2. Stage Data Interventions

Perhaps unsurprisingly, we found that journalists are sceptical of using new technolo-
gies for newswork – even those technologies that are built in-house. To overcome
this, technologists at the BBC staged “data interventions” to communicate to journal-
ists how system outputs, like content recommendations or web analytics could be use-
ful in enhancing their workflows, thereby intervening workflows with relevant data
(Design Strategy 3). Our research suggests that journalists are not interested in tech-
nology in and of itself, but in what these system outputs could do for their work.
Previous research has found that innovative collaborations can occur between technol-
ogists and journalists when there are shared interests and directions in hackathons
(Boyles 2020), open-source systems (Lewis and Usher 2014), and blogging (Nielsen
2012). Similarly, data interventions can be useful to signpost how, why, and when
data could be embedded into newswork – in other words, ensuring that data is widely
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available and understandable for the daily work of journalists. These interventions
could establish common ground in data integration and everyday use, thus facilitating
UI/UX design efforts. We bring forward these interventions as an integral part of the
design process for hybrid technologies. In these interventions, where technologists
engage with journalists, considerable value exchange may occur (Design Strategy 5).
Additionally, we propose there should be a shift from user-centred to data-centred
design, where it is not the user interfaces or experiences, but the data outputs and
their delivery that are carefully designed and evaluated in line with professional val-
ues, to give users maximum control on how they can integrate relevant data into their
stories.

5.3. Support Slow Change

The BBC newsroom has fostered organisational change around technology by opening
up new interdisciplinary team configurations and enabling knowledge exchange, such
as using UX methods to lower AI adoption thresholds (Design Strategy 4). Technology
might be reshaping newsroom culture “one tool at the time,” but the most effective
change we observed resembled more of a social process than a “technological revolu-
tion.” Permitting a slow, progressive adoption of technologies, carefully guided by
technologists invested in newsroom values (Design Strategy 2 – assimilating journalis-
tic values into AI design), seems to be an effective way of designing hybrid journalism.
It is not merely about engineering or data science teams finding innovative solutions,
but creating a shared understanding, common ground, and building acceptance of
tools across the newsroom. While interdisciplinary collaboration is not straightforward
(Lewis and Usher 2014), the goal of providing a trustworthy public service could guide
both journalistic and technological endeavours.

6. Conclusion

The design strategies observed in our study demonstrate the value of close working
relationships between technologists and journalists across the AI lifecycle, from con-
ceptual design to deployment phases. This ensures the design of truly useful AI tools,
that can be driven by high-quality data that promotes useful insight, and also fit syn-
ergistically with both journalists’ and organisations’ workflows. It is only by under-
standing the complex role of AI newsroom technologies from a sociotechnical
perspective and exploring their potential for supporting but also undermining journal-
ists’ work that we can design AI tools that strike a meaningful blend between algo-
rithms and journalists’ expertise.

Future work might focus specifically on whether and how it is possible to create a
‘useful blend’ of human expertise and AI when designing in specific journalism AI con-
texts (e.g., automated journalism). We advocate informing future design directions by
focusing not only on understanding technologists’ design strategies for ensuring use-
ful AI tools, but also journalists’ approaches for making the most of the AI technolo-
gies currently within their newsrooms. Also, it is possible to devise new design
methods specific to an AI context (e.g., based on participatory and value-sensitive
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design principles), that incorporate some of the best practice we observed when tech-
nologists and journalists work together to inform design.
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